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so                                                                              
do                                                                              
and good morning ladies and gentlemen we                                        
are back sorry i've been out for two                                            
days on a little bit of uh                                                      
travel visiting with some family and uh                                         
being at a                                                                      
wedding of a family friend but here we                                          
are ready for your theological biblical                                         
worldview questions                                                             
whatever you've got on your mind let's                                          
take it and we'll uh                                                            
have the rest of the week in normal                                             
broadcasting and look forward to                                                
that and uh                                                                     
let's uh just jump right in to your uh                                          
questions i've got one that comes from                                          
dr tom came in in advance                                                       
and is about the children of                                                    
disobedience who are the children of                                            
disobedience it comes up three times in                                         
the scripture                                                                   
ephesians chapter two ephesians chapter                                         
five                                                                            
and colossians chapter three                                                    
verse 6. let's uh just click on that one                                        
and take a look for which things sake                                           
the wrath of god cometh upon                                                    
cometh on the children of disobedience                                          
in the which he also walked sometime                                            
when ye                                                                         
lived in them who are the children                                              
of disobedience now um                                                          
you know uh let's let's dig into this                                           
galatians passage right here                                                    
uh we have verse 7                                                              
in which ye also walked                                                         
sometime when ye lived in                                                       
them now ye also put off all these                                              
and it goes into some things that they                                          
are to put off but the yi                                                       
there is what uh catches my interest                                            
because in the book of galatians                                                
ye is ye galatians ye galatians                                                 
are not ye galatians are not                                                    
jews ye galatians are not inheritors of                                         
the promises of israel                                                          
ye galatians are gentiles so ye                                                 
galatians                                                                       
also walked some time in which                                                  
uh it's probably these things for the                                           
things                                                                          
uh for for which things which you also                                          
walked                                                                          
the wrath of god cometh on the children                                         
of disobedience now                                                             
we have to uh carry this out carefully                                          



and                                                                             
let's take a look at the greek and see                                          
if it will help us to                                                           
diagram that sentence                                                           
on account of through these things                                              
d dia thoroughly uh through these things                                        
comes the wrath of god                                                          
among whom now king james has                                                   
in the witch let's see here it is a                                             
relative uh pronoun                                                             
in the dative a direct object a plural                                          
and a masculine uh                                                              
however the things                                                              
is also uh                                                                      
no the things are is a neuter i was                                             
gonna say it's masculine                                                        
um so i think                                                                   
in the witch among the children of                                              
disobedience let's                                                              
check yes sons sons are masculine                                               
among whom so probably                                                          
we would use the word whom now which is                                         
not the wrong word by the way                                                   
the children among which uh                                                     
the children in the witch that and it is                                        
actually                                                                        
very proper english we today would                                              
tend to use the word whom among whom                                            
but king james is not incorrect in their                                        
translation there so it is it is not                                            
the things among which you walked                                               
it is the children among which you also                                         
walked                                                                          
and walked walked sometime when you                                             
lived in them now                                                               
that tells us i guess you could argue a                                         
little bit differently but that really                                          
tells us                                                                        
that the galatians can be included in                                           
children of disobedience now the                                                
question is                                                                     
is about this word disobedience so                                              
the children are the sons of                                                    
disobedience                                                                    
and what is the particular word here                                            
and i'm just going to                                                           
bring up that strong's word                                                     
in strong's and here you see                                                    
a pythaga apytheia                                                              
now appithea comes                                                              
from the word pistas                                                            
or we get the word apathy from it uh it                                         
is the word that really means                                                   
not persuaded not persuaded                                                     
i think you could understand                                                    
disobedience and this is done a number                                          
of times in the scriptures that the word                                        
apathea unbelief is translated                                                  
disobedience because they do go together                                        
if you                                                                          
not persuaded that jesus is the messiah                                         
or you're not persuaded that god has                                            



offered salvation through jesus christ                                          
then you're disobedient to jesus christ                                         
you don't turn to him                                                           
you don't receive his invitation or you                                         
don't if in the jewish sense                                                    
repent and believe in him as messiah so                                         
disobedience is so                                                              
closely related there that again i                                              
wouldn't want to say it's an                                                    
incorrect translation i just want to                                            
know i want you to know that the root of                                        
it                                                                              
is a failure to be persuaded                                                    
now uh that's children                                                          
of disobedience then let's uh look                                              
uh dr tom's question goes on number one                                         
could you please define                                                         
the children of disobedience in                                                 
the galatian sense i'm going to define                                          
it as                                                                           
unbelievers uh i think that in the                                              
ephesians sense you could argue that                                            
that we're talking about unbelieving                                            
jews unbelieving                                                                
uh people who are part of the covenants                                         
and commonwealth of israel but they are                                         
not believing they're like                                                      
caiaphas the high priest for example and                                        
they are the children of disobedience                                           
but i think we probably are going to                                            
have a hard time arguing that it is                                             
jews only the children of disobedience                                          
now dr tom's part two of his question                                           
says it appears that first corinthians                                          
chapter 6                                                                       
galatians chapter 5 ephesians chapter 5                                         
colossians chapter 3 hebrews                                                    
12. revelation chapter 22 all refer                                             
to disobedient saints that have lost                                            
their privilege of inheritance uh                                               
to serve in the millennial kingdom                                              
because of their ungodly lifestyle                                              
is this a correct interpretation in                                             
colossians 3                                                                    
24 is the rewards of the inheritance                                            
referring to this now                                                           
i think that you're you are right there                                         
that in those particular passages                                               
the reference is to jewish people                                               
who are not believing can you                                                   
take the word the phrase children of                                            
disobedience and say that's                                                     
always jewish people i don't think you                                          
can i think in those passages you have                                          
given                                                                           
you can say hey here in this particular                                         
matter                                                                          
we are talking about the jews let's take                                        
a look                                                                          
at uh the galatians passage now the                                             
works of the flesh are manifest which                                           
are these                                                                       



adultery fornication it goes on to list                                         
several of them                                                                 
and then at the end he says i have also                                         
told you in times past                                                          
they which do such things shall not                                             
inherit the kingdom of god                                                      
now here we do not have                                                         
the let's see in galatians uh                                                   
uh five we do not have that phrase                                              
children of disobedience here                                                   
but certainly uh we've got things used                                          
in the same manner                                                              
now what do you have what you have here                                         
is uh it's in one of those part two of                                          
that question galatians chapter 5 verses                                        
19 through 21.                                                                  
i chose one out of a series to uh to                                            
look at it                                                                      
in just a moment so the question is then                                        
if the children of disobedience are                                             
saints                                                                          
could it be that they have lost                                                 
their right to serve within the                                                 
millennial kingdom of god                                                       
i think the answer is yes i just don't                                          
think you can use that as an exclusive                                          
universal                                                                       
answer to show that the answer is yes                                           
we'll choose galatians chapter 5 verses                                         
19 through 21                                                                   
and uh let's take a look at that as a                                           
matter of fact i pulled up my notes on                                          
this                                                                            
i said paul list right in the middle of                                         
your screen works of the flesh there are                                        
certainly                                                                       
others but these are listed as those                                            
which are                                                                       
manifest that this is not meant to be an                                        
exhaustive list                                                                 
as seen from the concluding words and                                           
such                                                                            
like now here's where we get into the                                           
issue paul gives some startling words                                           
they which do such things shall not                                             
inherit the kingdom of god                                                      
if as taught by the evangelicals the                                            
kingdom of god                                                                  
can be quote equated to the sphere                                              
of salvation that is what                                                       
got questions says the kingdom of god                                           
can be equated to the sphere of                                                 
salvation                                                                       
now when you take that apply it here to                                         
galatians 5 20. let's put these things                                          
side by side                                                                    
right over here the kingdom of god can                                          
be equated to the sphere of salvation                                           
that's got questions in every                                                   
standard evangelical and then galatians                                         
5                                                                               
21 says they which do such things shall                                         



not inherit the kingdom of god                                                  
friend you have to have a based                                                 
salvation                                                                       
if that's what you teach i see no other                                         
way around it let's see my notes here                                           
so if as taught by the evangelicals the                                         
kingdom of god can be equated to the                                            
sphere of salvation                                                             
then we have two huge theological                                               
problems huge huge it'll be huge here's                                         
our huge theological problems                                                   
number one the kingdom of god is somehow                                        
an inheritance number two                                                       
salvation may be granted by grace                                               
through faith                                                                   
but it is retained by                                                           
avoiding the works of the flesh they                                            
which do those things shall not inherit                                         
the kingdom of god                                                              
why god questions and all the                                                   
evangelicals don't                                                              
recognize that this is a problem uh the                                         
only thing i can think of is                                                    
one why they don't recognize this is                                            
because they drank too much evangelical                                         
kool-aid                                                                        
and they have not the ability to                                                
question the assumptions now                                                    
going on in my notes the website got                                            
questions states the following                                                  
more narrowly the kingdom of god is a                                           
spiritual rule over the hearts and lives                                        
of those willing to submit to god's                                             
authority                                                                       
this garbage right here is such standard                                        
fare                                                                            
that if you go to a seminary professor                                          
today out of one of the big box                                                 
seminaries                                                                      
that'll charge you forty thousand                                               
dollars for a worthless seminary degree                                         
and you ask one of those big box                                                
seminary professors dr                                                          
wiggled jaw what is the kingdom of god                                          
he'll he'll go right here                                                       
it's the spiritual rule over the hearts                                         
and lives of those who willingly submit                                         
to god's authority                                                              
well where did you get this dr wiggleton                                        
why i read it in the theology book of dr                                        
bergen schneier and                                                             
their parents i don't care if they make                                         
bukus of money at the big box seminary                                          
they're parrots                                                                 
they're not studying the word now and                                           
god questions is a parrot also                                                  
those who defy god's authority let's see                                        
this is uh still part of the quote yeah                                         
still got questions those who defy                                              
god's authority and refuse to submit to                                         
him                                                                             
are not part of the kingdom of god catch                                        



that i am not saying that                                                       
that's what god question says those who                                         
defy god's authority and refuse to                                              
submit to him                                                                   
are not part of the kingdom of god in                                           
con now that would be correct                                                   
if they hadn't messed up their                                                  
definition of the kingdom of god                                                
and i mean that's what that says right                                          
across the page of it there again in                                            
verse 21                                                                        
those which do such things shall not                                            
inherit the kingdom of god                                                      
so they got that part right they had                                            
just misdefined the kingdom of god                                              
and therefore everything they say about                                         
it is                                                                           
wrong in contrast god's question says                                           
those who acknowledge the lordship of                                           
christ                                                                          
and gladly surrender you have to do it                                          
gladly                                                                          
cannot do it stubbornly jonah you got to                                        
do it                                                                           
gladly surrender to god's rule in their                                         
hearts                                                                          
are part of the kingdom of god                                                  
look back up here remember that                                                 
the kingdom of god can be equated to the                                        
sphere of salvation                                                             
those who work till jesus comes will                                            
work till jesus comes we'll work till                                           
jesus comes and then be gathered home                                           
remember the old song i don't think the                                         
tune went exactly like that but it was                                          
something                                                                       
uh along those lines uh now                                                     
huge problems huge theological problems                                         
so uh let's uh go on here                                                       
this presents a works based salvation                                           
that involves willing submission and                                            
surrender to god's rule                                                         
and here's my words only by linguistic                                          
gymnastics can such submission and                                              
surrender                                                                       
not be considered works if you ask dr                                           
wigglejohn                                                                      
got questions and everything else well                                          
that is                                                                         
not works no no no no it's not works you                                        
better work                                                                     
work work work it's not works it's grace                                        
you better work it's god's grace that                                           
you work work work work work it's not                                           
works it is they speak with fork and                                            
tongue                                                                          
with a straight face and a serious face                                         
now going on                                                                    
so then how should we interpret this                                            
warning first we should                                                         
understand kingdom in the same manner                                           
in which it's always understood in                                              



scripture                                                                       
not in theology books but in scripture                                          
the future physical reign of messiah on                                         
earth                                                                           
such rain being the inheritance of                                              
israel                                                                          
second we should recognize the                                                  
consistency of the hebrew scripture                                             
which teaches that                                                              
inheritance requires holy living third                                          
we should recognize that the jewish                                             
nation was still very much in existence                                         
and very strongly                                                               
being taught a kingdom gospel and                                               
therefore a message to the jews about                                           
their kingdom was still in order at that                                        
time                                                                            
note that paul says they which do such                                          
things rather than ye who do such things                                        
why did paul switch from ye in verses 13                                        
15 16 17 and 18                                                                 
to they in verse 21                                                             
it must be because paul has a message                                           
for them                                                                        
that is to the jewish nation rather than                                        
to the gentiles                                                                 
so dr tom what i think here is                                                  
all of those passages that you picked                                           
again first corinthians 6 9 and 10                                              
galatians 5                                                                     
19 through 21 the one we've looked at                                           
colossians chapter 3 verse 6 and 24.                                            
uh hebrews chapter 12 verse 14 hebrews                                          
chapter 13 verse 14. he                                                         
revelation chapter 22 verses 14 through                                         
21                                                                              
they do to quote now all refer                                                  
to disobedient saints that have lost the                                        
privilege or inheritance to serve in the                                        
millennial kingdom                                                              
because of their ungodly lifestyle in                                           
quote from your question                                                        
and so is this a correct interpretation                                         
absolutely it is the correct                                                    
interpretation                                                                  
of those passages                                                               
i just think that i would not go so far                                         
as to say that children of disobedience                                         
is always a reference to those                                                  
those jews i think children of                                                  
disobedience uh children                                                        
of a lack of faith uh                                                           
and uh the uh the lack of faith that uh                                         
is uh is brought whether they be jew                                            
or they be gentile by the way let me                                            
finish on my notes in galatians                                                 
chapter five note that paul mixes                                               
kingdom messages                                                                
into into grace epistles the fact that                                          
paul mixes kingdom messages into grace                                          
epistles does not                                                               
allow us to mix kingdom and grace today                                         



we                                                                              
are obligated to notice that the grammar                                        
and context always clarify that the                                             
kingdom message and the grace message                                           
are                                                                             
never given to the same people this                                             
displays to us                                                                  
that we have a period of overlap in                                             
these messages this overlap has now                                             
concluded in my opinion                                                         
uh in 70 a.d with the destruction of the                                        
nation of                                                                       
uh israel so uh the book of uh galatians                                        
is uh in i've been traveling i don't                                            
have a pen                                                                      
uh it is uh in this period of transition                                        
and so we have to look at that                                                  
and again the bible announces the                                               
transition                                                                      
uh as it uh goes on                                                             
and we we look again at the passage here                                        
notice they which do such things                                                
but if we go back to uh verse say                                               
13 ye have been                                                                 
called uh if ye bite if ye                                                      
uh walk in the spirit and ye shall not                                          
fulfill the laws of the flesh so that ye                                        
cannot do the things that you                                                   
if ye are lived by the spirit ye are not                                        
under the law                                                                   
and then when it gets into this it talks                                        
about                                                                           
they which do such things it's talking                                          
about a different group of people here                                          
and there in that passage i do think it                                         
is referring to                                                                 
uh those jewish saints who have lost                                            
their right                                                                     
to serve their they they're like                                                
esau if you will who have given up                                              
their inheritance for a bowl of uh                                              
porridge                                                                        
uh so that leads to part three                                                  
which i think i've already answered but                                         
i'm going to go into it anyway just to                                          
make sure part three of dr tom's                                                
question                                                                        
it says related to the question above                                           
many standard evangelicals misinterpret                                         
yeah we could stop right there couldn't                                         
we many standard evangelicals                                                   
misinterpret                                                                    
the above patches passages and teach                                            
that you can lose your salvation                                                
because of those bad sins mentioned                                             
above                                                                           
can you comment about this they they do                                         
misinterpret those passages because the                                         
standard evangelicalism does not know                                           
how to rightly divide the word of truth                                         
and therefore they lump it all together                                         
now this is true of                                                             



most dispensationalists as well                                                 
i think if you were to take standard                                            
dispensationalism                                                               
and find a commentary on galatians 5                                            
19 that's probably you'd find that they                                         
do the same thing                                                               
and again they do all the linguistic                                            
gymnastics to say it doesn't say what i                                         
just said it said it says what i said it                                        
says it doesn't say that                                                        
i know that doesn't make any sense it's                                         
standard evangelicalism and                                                     
unfortunately much of uh                                                        
dispensationalism as well                                                       
thank you dr tom for a good uh                                                  
question there and                                                              
uh let's look at uh many in san antonio                                         
is belief and trust                                                             
two different things in ephesians                                               
chapter                                                                         
1 verse 13. let's                                                               
um                                                                              
in whom ye also trusted                                                         
after that you heard the word of truth                                          
the gospel of your salvation                                                    
in whom you have also believed                                                  
ye were sealed with the holy spirit of                                          
promise                                                                         
okay you trusted you believed                                                   
uh let me read the entire question now                                          
ephesians 1 13                                                                  
and whom you trusted after that you also                                        
uh believed                                                                     
are our belief entrusted two different                                          
things so                                                                       
i think uh yeah i'm i'm going to give                                           
the answer yes and then we're going to                                          
dig into it and make sure i'm right                                             
how's that uh i believe                                                         
that here the king james has                                                    
helped us out here a little bit with                                            
the insertion of the word trusted                                               
in whom you also trusted it is                                                  
italicized                                                                      
that means that there is no underlying                                          
greek word but rather the translators                                           
decided                                                                         
that they needed to insert one in order                                         
to                                                                              
get it from the greek language into the                                         
english language and have it make sense                                         
so they always italicize those to say                                           
hey i just want to make sure that                                               
you all know that we did that and so you                                        
can question the assumptions please do                                          
now in whom you also trusted uh                                                 
let's look at let's just go to we could                                         
look at the greek but let's go                                                  
to the young's literal which will not                                           
insert those words for the most part                                            
which says                                                                      
in whom ye also having heard the word of                                        



truth the good                                                                  
news of your salvation in whom also                                             
having believed                                                                 
ye were sealed with the holy spirit of                                          
promise i think that confirms that                                              
yes the trusted is                                                              
just helping out the english the                                                
the greek in whom you also having heard                                         
the word of truth the good news of your                                         
salvation in whom you also believed                                             
it's it's it's a very flee free i'll get                                        
it here                                                                         
it's a very free flowing thought                                                
and i notice this as i speak and i'm                                            
sure this is true for everybody                                                 
as we speak i often                                                             
stop mid-sentence fill in                                                       
some blanks come back to that sentence                                          
and carry on for the most part                                                  
the human mind if it's good in english                                          
or whatever language you're speaking                                            
is able to pull all that together                                               
now sometimes in more formal written                                            
english or                                                                      
greek whatever it may be it makes sense                                         
to to clean that up just a little bit                                           
and i think that's what the king james                                          
version has done                                                                
is just by putting the word                                                     
trusted to tie all that together                                                
they're bringing the same thing uh i am                                         
that let's                                                                      
uh let's just look                                                              
for the word trust                                                              
okay um                                                                         
so                                                                              
there here i've i've found just randomly                                        
philippians chapter 2 verse 8. let's                                            
take the                                                                        
english word trust and                                                          
look it up in the bible and                                                     
actually we want to go                                                          
new testament only so we'll just get                                            
greek                                                                           
matthew 12 21 in his name                                                       
shall the gentiles trust okay                                                   
uh el pizzo is the word that's used                                             
there                                                                           
el pizzo is different from the word                                             
believe                                                                         
el pizzo is the word elpis it's the word                                        
for                                                                             
uh hope um                                                                      
what uh have it on the tip of my tongue                                         
um                                                                              
uh and i'm sure manny could                                                     
to tell me uh                                                                   
what is the spanish word for hope                                               
um we'll just have                                                              
hope is esperanza yes um                                                        
i was thinking that was that the spanish                                        
word was connected l piece but i                                                



must not be uh that seems like a um                                             
esperanza has more to do with the heart                                         
so                                                                              
uh in his name the gentile shall                                                
trust it's a different word                                                     
than belief right here let's look uh                                            
let's go to some                                                                
pauline epistles um for i                                                       
i will not see you now by the way but i                                         
trust that's the hope also i hope to                                            
tear it now you wouldn't use the word                                           
believe there                                                                   
uh so trust little used a little bit                                            
differently                                                                     
uh that we should not trust in ourselves                                        
okay here is the word uh uh pytho                                               
the word uh which is based upon pistas                                          
the word which                                                                  
is used synonym synonymously with belief                                        
so trust belief in fact let's look this                                         
word up                                                                         
in the greek and                                                                
uh persuaded oh there's obey i mentioned                                        
uh                                                                              
believed and obey remember earlier i                                            
said dis                                                                        
apatheo is children of disobedience                                             
uh children of lack of faith is in                                              
children who who were not persuaded                                             
obviously you see it's a persuaded word                                         
but here the word is used in acts 28 24                                         
and some believed the things which were                                         
spoken so                                                                       
here's uh here's my point in all of that                                        
that                                                                            
many times uh i would                                                           
say 55 times that you have the word                                             
patheo                                                                          
many times you could go trust believe                                           
persuade uh to have confidence in                                               
even sometimes in the context to obey                                           
all of that together uh then at                                                 
other times you would have the word                                             
trust which is                                                                  
more in the in the idea of to put your                                          
hope                                                                            
into uh this is you know i i trust will                                         
be able to see each other                                                       
on sunday that's not the same kind of                                           
faith word                                                                      
placing our faith into but it's more of                                         
a hope word so                                                                  
but in ephesians chapter 1 verse 13                                             
yeah i think that they mean exactly the                                         
same thing that there's not a                                                   
a shadow of meaning between the two i                                           
appreciate                                                                      
your good word thank you                                                        
and uh let's see michael                                                        
in cucamonga california                                                         
says jesus often said you don't know                                            
when the lord will return                                                       



so watch yet daniel 12 12 seems to                                              
indicate the very                                                               
day that christ will return what say                                            
you excellent uh                                                                
insight let's go to daniel chapter 12                                           
verse 12 blessed is he that waiteth and                                         
cometh to                                                                       
the 305                                                                         
and 30 days boom                                                                
right there on that                                                             
uh a                                                                            
point                                                                           
at which it is                                                                  
almost calculable                                                               
now i used to say                                                               
from the abomination of desolation                                              
you could count out and in that case is                                         
one it's 1260 days                                                              
this uh daniel 12 12 is uh referring to                                         
a day 45 days later                                                             
uh that you could count out the day of                                          
the second coming                                                               
uh and in its broadest sense                                                    
that is true however                                                            
uh you know often that's referred to as                                         
even 42 months for example                                                      
the problem is if you use a biblical                                            
calendar and i suppose the bible would                                          
the if if you have                                                              
more than a year anyway                                                         
the number of days within that year                                             
and within even that month are                                                  
not precise                                                                     
and therefore you do have something i                                           
say they're not precise for example                                             
in the spring if there is                                                       
a barley harvest in the month of aub                                            
then the next month is the month of                                             
nisan                                                                           
but if a dove does not have a barley                                            
harvest                                                                         
in scripture not today but in scripture                                         
if does not have a barley harvest                                               
that is winter is delayed you have a                                            
second                                                                          
of and the next month therefore is not                                          
nissan you don't have the 14th day of                                           
nissan which is passover you don't have                                         
that until you already have the barley                                          
passover                                                                        
because right after pass the the barley                                         
uh the harvest because right after                                              
passover                                                                        
is the harvest of of or the feast of                                            
first fruits and that's of wheat                                                
uh and so you've got to have that time                                          
in there so                                                                     
i think that from that perspective                                              
uh can you can you go exactly uh                                                
like that and and carry that out now i                                          
realize the flaw in my thinking there                                           
is that uh sometimes it says 42 months                                          



sometimes it says 1                                                             
260 days and then here                                                          
we've got this different time                                                   
period and                                                                      
let me bring my notes up from daniel                                            
on this particular time period um                                               
on the 1335 days in daniel 12 12                                                
i said while the content of this                                                
revelation has been indus endlessly                                             
debated it's best to leave it as a                                              
revelation for which we do not have                                             
other basis points here's here's my key                                         
right here                                                                      
that until we knew exactly                                                      
we had the basis point you can't count                                          
out 1260 days or 1335 days                                                      
because we don't know where to count                                            
from and therein lies the problem                                               
therein is the fact that yeah                                                   
1 35 days from something is a good day                                          
to be at                                                                        
but is that from today or what day is                                           
that so we don't have a basis point in                                          
addition                                                                        
to the 1260 days there will be an extra                                         
30 days for                                                                     
some event and an additional 45 days for                                        
beyond that for another event for a                                             
total of 1335.                                                                  
darby says i have thought it possible                                           
that this computation may arise from                                            
this                                                                            
an intercala that word month                                                    
uh and that's what i was speaking of uh                                         
earlier                                                                         
these what shall we call them leap                                              
months uh to the                                                                
1260 days or three and a half years and                                         
then 45 days                                                                    
if the years were ecclesiastical years                                          
would bring up to the feast of                                                  
tabernacles but i offer no                                                      
judgment on it at any rate the statement                                        
is clear                                                                        
that then the sanctuary of god will be                                          
cleansed in jerusalem                                                           
so after this 335 days the sanctuary is                                         
going to be                                                                     
clean that's not really the second                                              
coming it's the cleansing of the                                                
sanctuary that we have here and so                                              
darby here comes to kind of the same                                            
conclusion i                                                                    
come to perhaps i should say that a                                             
different way like maybe i've come to                                           
the                                                                             
same conclusion that darby came to and                                          
that is                                                                         
and uh and                                                                      
and only knowing exactly again the basis                                        
point for it are we able to uh put some                                         
of those things together                                                        



now um i                                                                        
i think then that there is going to be                                          
some degree                                                                     
uh after                                                                        
now i'm gonna unsay what i was about to                                         
say i'm gonna stop there before i mess                                          
things up                                                                       
when jesus was speaking you don't know                                          
when your lord will return                                                      
can there come or will there come a time                                        
when you do know that he will return you                                        
know it does say                                                                
first thessalonians 5 is it that you                                            
know the day will not come                                                      
upon you like a thief in the night in                                           
other places he says it will come upon                                          
you like a thief in the night                                                   
so that that compared to                                                        
daniel chapter 12 appears to say                                                
for the very insightful who                                                     
are very close to uh calculating                                                
that they're going to be able to uh                                             
carry this out                                                                  
and um and do that i                                                            
i think today that we can't                                                     
because whatever the point is the basis                                         
point from which to start counting                                              
we don't have and i suppose the father                                          
above                                                                           
has but we don't have                                                           
and i'm not even sure the rapture is                                            
at a set date i think the lord may come                                         
and the god the father may come and say                                         
to the lord our savior                                                          
at any moment now is the time                                                   
uh the lord the the god the father may                                          
just                                                                            
become thoroughly upset one of these                                            
days and say                                                                    
now's the time but even at that the                                             
tribulation doesn't start the very next                                         
day                                                                             
the seven years doesn't start the very                                          
next day you've got that                                                        
inter-calorie period that is uh                                                 
inserted in there of who knows how long                                         
so                                                                              
i think that probably if we were to do a                                        
study on this this would be a very good                                         
study to do                                                                     
take all those passages which seem to                                           
nail pinpoint it down                                                           
and take other passages like you don't                                          
know what day it is                                                             
put those together i think what we would                                        
find is we've got                                                               
enough of a contextual difference in the                                        
audience and what they knew                                                     
to say the thief in the night aspect of                                         
it                                                                              
very much true there but does not have                                          
to be true                                                                      



later on for those who uh will                                                  
have uh some degree of uh of uh                                                 
understanding and insight uh that uh                                            
comes through there                                                             
thank you very much for your uh                                                 
question and uh                                                                 
might i let you know that we've got a                                           
new special                                                                     
at dispensational publishing right here                                         
they                                                                            
thought they were free a really good                                            
price on it 14                                                                  
now i only got 10 of them and then i've                                         
got to order more so                                                            
order it order it quick                                                         
and they thought they were free the                                             
germans 1933-1945                                                               
obviously it's not a dispensational book                                        
it's an other                                                                   
book of interest here but                                                       
it is powerful                                                                  
about how the germans                                                           
uh adopted nazism                                                               
thinking they were doing the right thing                                        
marching completely into the worst                                              
period of their life and one of the                                             
worst periods of the entire world                                               
and they thought they were free                                                 
milton mayer does a great job going back                                        
this book was published                                                         
it's not by dispensational publishing                                           
house i wish it was                                                             
but university of chicago press which                                           
i'm sure puts out all sorts of bad stuff                                        
it was published in 1955                                                        
and there's perhaps a slight update of                                          
new forward that was added in                                                   
2017 but                                                                        
he finished writing it in 1954 so it was                                        
a                                                                               
fairly close on analysis of it and                                              
uh again this week you can get it for                                           
fourteen dollars even if it goes on back                                        
order just go ahead and                                                         
order it and we'll find you a copy and                                          
get it there to you                                                             
and uh may uh                                                                   
may uh take place there stephen do you                                          
think we can really understand the                                              
middle voice in greek without learning                                          
the about deponent verbs no                                                     
uh i i don't think we can                                                       
uh the middle voice in greek                                                    
is can i just say                                                               
i i hate to use this term but it's above                                        
my pay grade                                                                    
uh the middle voice in greek is                                                 
something for                                                                   
greek scholars classical greek scholars                                         
to have                                                                         
fun with in some uh retreat                                                     
you know that they are studying some                                            



things                                                                          
excuse me dropped my button and it fell                                         
on the floor and                                                                
turned the screen there we go oh i did                                          
it again                                                                        
i i personally                                                                  
uh i don't understand it and i don't                                            
know when i'll understand it or when i'm                                        
going to uh                                                                     
get uh to uh that uh point and try to                                           
figure that out sorry i'm having a                                              
terrible time with my button i think my                                         
african violet's a bit too close there                                          
and nathan's working on my                                                      
chat screen that just froze up there                                            
uh but that's okay i got a backup sue                                           
says                                                                            
um hebrews 1 14 is saying that angels                                           
minister to those who will be heirs of                                          
salvation namely the jews                                                       
do angels minister to believers                                                 
in the age of grace let's go to hebrews                                         
chapter 1                                                                       
verse 14 and take a                                                             
look at this and see                                                            
if angels minister to believers                                                 
to you and to me in the age of grace                                            
the closest reference here uh                                                   
to uh tie it in but yeah                                                        
there there it is in verse 13. to which                                         
of the angels said he at any time                                               
sit at my right hand until i make thine                                         
enemies a footstool                                                             
are they these angels                                                           
not all ministering spirits                                                     
sent forth to minister                                                          
for them who shall be                                                           
heirs of salvation now                                                          
what you've got here this last part                                             
right here uh                                                                   
minister for them who shall be heirs                                            
of salvation now of course most of you                                          
know                                                                            
my viewpoint is that hebrews is not                                             
written to the body of christ hebrews is                                        
the last call to the kingdom the kingdom                                        
is the future physical                                                          
fraternal kingdom the promised kingdom                                          
to israel                                                                       
the old testament kingdom if you will                                           
the only kingdom you have in the bible                                          
is the one that is promised and that                                            
kingdom salvation is the one                                                    
in view here and therefore                                                      
the angels in this verse are heirs                                              
to excuse me are ministers to those that                                        
shall be heirs of salvation                                                     
kingdom so then with that question                                              
uh do angels minister to                                                        
believers in the age of grace let's take                                        
a look                                                                          
uh first of all at                                                              



um at young's on the left side of your                                          
screen                                                                          
are they not all spirits of service                                             
for ministration being set forth okay                                           
very close to the king james let's go to                                        
the greek                                                                       
and it says                                                                     
are they not all pontes                                                         
in the inclusive of all of them                                                 
all ministering spirits                                                         
unto the service are                                                            
all ministering let's see they they are                                         
all ministering spirits being sent forth                                        
for service on account of                                                       
those being about to inherit salvation                                          
i think that                                                                    
uh                                                                              
if we had a really                                                              
good grammarian i mean                                                          
one of the mean kind like                                                       
you know the kind that excuse me                                                
had a ruler and had their hair in a bun                                         
it was mean mean mean that's the kind of                                        
uh                                                                              
she because i said had a hair and a bun                                         
and we don't go for man buns                                                    
she                                                                             
might be able to                                                                
that the                                                                        
ministering to them is separated                                                
from ministering spirits                                                        
and the the all then belonging only to                                          
ministering                                                                     
spirits sent forth to uh and                                                    
and are they not all ministering spirits                                        
and they're sent forth to                                                       
minister for them who shall be heirs                                            
could you grammatically                                                         
allow that they could be sent forth for                                         
other things also i think a strict                                              
grammarian                                                                      
would say yes you could allow that what                                         
we need                                                                         
is a strict grammarian to get together                                          
with a very strong contract                                                     
lawyer and the contract lawyer is saying                                        
i want absolutely no loopholes in this                                          
so i think                                                                      
that those two together could say                                               
they're all ministering spirits it just                                         
so happens that in the context they're                                          
sent forth to minister to them                                                  
who shall be heirs of salvation they                                            
might                                                                           
in other times be sent forth to minister                                        
in other ways                                                                   
certainly they were sent forth to                                               
minister to jesus                                                               
or could have been you know i could have                                        
called 10 legions of angels for example                                         
and we see some other places like we                                            
just studied in the book of revelation                                          



the angels of the waters                                                        
and so therefore some of the ministering                                        
spirits are ministering                                                         
serving policing if you will the natural                                        
laws                                                                            
rather than serving as ministering                                              
spirits to those who will inherit                                               
salvation                                                                       
we could take scripture study what we                                           
know about angels which honestly is very                                        
little                                                                          
but we could study what we know about                                           
angels and we would see that angels                                             
have ministered outside                                                         
of the jews in this passage here                                                
certainly ministering to the jews and i                                         
think the the                                                                   
and i'll give it to you the the normal                                          
reading of this text and that's what i                                          
normally like to go with                                                        
the normal reading of this text is that                                         
angels are ministering spirits that                                             
minister to those who shall be heirs of                                         
salvation                                                                       
and heirs of salvation in my                                                    
interpretation is                                                               
those who are inheriting the kingdom and                                        
the kingdom salvation                                                           
that therefore the normal reading of                                            
that                                                                            
text without calling in the grammarian                                          
and the lawyer the normal reading would                                         
say yeah angels minister to                                                     
the jews to nobody else i think when we                                         
uh                                                                              
when we allowed scripture to interpret                                          
scripture however we're going to find                                           
that angels                                                                     
probably have ministered outside of that                                        
or have ministries outside of that                                              
and again i use the angels of the waters                                        
in the                                                                          
in revelation 16 i believe it is                                                
uh perhaps 15 but 15 16. uh the angels                                          
of the water so                                                                 
the waters certainly are not heirs of                                           
salvation and yet they're ministering to                                        
through in the natural realm of uh the                                          
waters                                                                          
and uh have that we certainly have                                              
angels that ministered to jesus now he                                          
is                                                                              
in a sense one of the heirs of salvation                                        
of kingdom he's the                                                             
heir of the kingdom so some of that                                             
coming                                                                          
together there are there any                                                    
cross-references                                                                
to these passages                                                               
uh that's one on inheritance                                                    
uh sent forth to minister okay actually                                         
quite a few let's pick up a few random                                          



ones                                                                            
um                                                                              
angels ascended these all these old                                             
testament ones are                                                              
so then the gospels are also going to be                                        
the same acts chapter 12 verse 7 an                                             
angel of the lord called upon him                                               
the light shined on him in prison he                                            
smote peter on the side so that's peter                                         
so                                                                              
i don't know of a direct reference that                                         
talks about the angels ministering to                                           
believers in the age of grace                                                   
also if you put our idea sir robert                                             
anderson's idea of the silence of god                                           
uh and the way that god is working in                                           
this age                                                                        
then the intervention by the angels                                             
doesn't doesn't necessarily fit us                                              
um i think angels are at work today                                             
i think certainly they're ministering to                                        
jesus                                                                           
i think there there's an indirect                                               
ministry in that                                                                
it is the angels again that are uh                                              
the the the ministers of the natural law                                        
holding the world together                                                      
in that sense and the things that uh the                                        
sowing and reaping and all those                                                
laws of harvest that are taking place                                           
it's the angels behind the scenes                                               
carrying those things out but do angels                                         
minister to believers in the age of                                             
grace                                                                           
i wouldn't take hebrews 1 14 to say no                                          
they don't                                                                      
but i think in the overall scheme of                                            
things                                                                          
i probably would end up saying no they                                          
don't                                                                           
not using that scripture again but maybe                                        
that scripture is                                                               
uh helpful as we uh weave in and out of                                         
that                                                                            
how's that for taking a journey on that                                         
uh                                                                              
passage of scripture i hope that helps                                          
uh i                                                                            
i i think uh a study of angels sometimes                                        
sometime would be good i think the study                                        
of angels would be                                                              
fairly slim but you do have all the old                                         
testament references of when angels                                             
appeared                                                                        
be an interesting study we'll put it on                                         
the list and                                                                    
see if we can take care of that lucas                                           
down in                                                                         
louisiana good to see you today                                                 
who are the we which are caught up in                                           
first thessalonians chapter 4                                                   
verse 17 the body of christ or                                                  



the rapture passage then                                                        
we which are alive and remain shall be                                          
caught up together with them to meet                                            
them in the clouds to meet the lord in                                          
the air                                                                         
so we shall always be                                                           
with the lord can i                                                             
can i give a wait and see answer                                                
it's not really what a guy like lucas                                           
was hoping for                                                                  
uh when he comes to ask the question                                            
today i think                                                                   
by the fact that you asked the question                                         
says you are                                                                    
questioning the assumptions because                                             
every pre-tribulational                                                         
pre-millennialist                                                               
is going to say it's the body of christ                                         
that's the rapture passage it's got to                                          
be us                                                                           
i am sympathetic to that                                                        
however i am about                                                              
to probably in about two or three weeks                                         
i'm about to                                                                    
start a verse by verse journey through                                          
first thessalonians                                                             
obviously it's going to be a while                                              
before i get to chapter 4.                                                      
then                                                                            
then i'll know for sure the answer here                                         
i suspect                                                                       
that there is more meat to your question                                        
than the average pre-tribulational                                              
pre-millennialist                                                               
will allow that is to say                                                       
if you were to go to you know the                                               
pre-trib                                                                        
pre-millennial section of your local                                            
christian bookstore                                                             
that's a little bit of a joke all the                                           
way around                                                                      
but if you were going to go to the                                              
pre-trib pre-millennial and                                                     
take the standard books and uh on uh                                            
from dispensationalists from                                                    
pre-tribulational pre-millennialists                                            
uh in the local christian bookstore                                             
and find those that write on first                                              
thessalonians 4                                                                 
17 they would be utterly dismissive of                                          
your question and completely say                                                
we is me and lucas and the body of                                              
christ                                                                          
and would never separate that out from                                          
believing jews                                                                  
because they they they marry all that                                           
together even though they say they don't                                        
believe in a replacement theology                                               
in the end they kind of do and they                                             
wouldn't even entertain the question                                            
i'm going to entertain the question and                                         
i'm going to say i think that it has a                                          



lot of                                                                          
substance to the question and behind the                                        
question                                                                        
is uh uh is the little tattletail that                                          
says you are uh                                                                 
questioning the assumptions and you are                                         
a right divider i like that tattletail                                          
uh but i'm not prepared to answer the                                           
question yet                                                                    
how's that uh so all i can do today is                                          
commend you                                                                     
for a good question if i had a gold star                                        
i should get gold stars and                                                     
keep you know a chart over here for                                             
people who ask good questions you would                                         
kathleen on youtube are we to apply                                             
uh second chronicles 15 verse 2 to                                              
christians today                                                                
i am going to say no and then i'm going                                         
to                                                                              
read it to make sure i'm right my                                               
um the the curbs on the side of the road                                        
are the fact that we don't                                                      
have direct application passages                                                
for us within                                                                   
second chronicles that that's about                                             
someone else                                                                    
now there could be an exception to this                                         
because we could be talking about                                               
uh the person of god or some truth about                                        
israel that's true                                                              
then as well as today some truth about                                          
god and his work in the world that                                              
has a carryover principle and is also                                           
true today so there's the possibility                                           
but                                                                             
my immediate answer would be no now                                             
let's read the passage and see                                                  
uh he went out to meet asa ii chronicles                                        
chapter 15 verse 2 and said unto him                                            
hear ye                                                                         
me asa and all judah and benjamin                                               
the lord is with you while ye be with                                           
him if ye seek him he will be found of                                          
you                                                                             
but if ye forsake him he will now                                               
forsake you okay                                                                
so obviously we're talking about this                                           
part of the passage here                                                        
now one of the things that i think that                                         
we do in biblical interpretation is                                             
first of all we take and see                                                    
to whom was the passage written                                                 
obviously this one is very clear                                                
it is asa judah                                                                 
and benjamin so asa judah and benjamin                                          
can take this to the bank kathleen asks                                         
a very good question then to say                                                
what about me can i take this to the                                            
bank                                                                            
now again i want to commend you because                                         
the average person would just say                                               



why yes you know every ev every promise                                         
in the book is mine every chapter every                                         
verse every line                                                                
and yet kathleen says maybe i should                                            
check this out before i take this one to                                        
the bank                                                                        
so the lord is with you                                                         
while you be with him if you seek him                                           
he will be found of you if you forsake                                          
him                                                                             
he will forsake you now                                                         
what we would want to do because we know                                        
that's true for asa and judah and                                               
benjamin                                                                        
uh what we would want to do is see is                                           
there any place                                                                 
in another place in the scripture or                                            
consistently a place in the scripture                                           
where we can find this make enough of a                                         
pattern at least to say                                                         
yes it's to us hopefully what we would                                          
want to do if we wanted to apply it to                                          
ourselves                                                                       
is that we would want to find                                                   
a pauline scripture in which he's                                               
writing to the body of christ                                                   
i don't think we're going to find such a                                        
such a passage                                                                  
but you know if if we could that could                                          
sign seal and deliver it                                                        
so let's look for a pattern now is there                                        
a pattern                                                                       
you will find me when you seek me                                               
when you forsake me i will forsake you                                          
there actually is a pattern of scripture                                        
but                                                                             
that pattern is completely going to be                                          
found                                                                           
in the old testament with god's                                                 
covenants                                                                       
with judah with the jewish people                                               
with the jewish nation they were under                                          
a covenant that required seek him                                               
you'll find him reject him he will                                              
reject you                                                                      
so yes you'll find that pattern but only                                        
with                                                                            
judah i think even you'll find that                                             
pattern                                                                         
in in passages of the new testament                                             
that relate to the nation of israel like                                        
james for example or even hebrews                                               
and into the book of revelation i think                                         
you can find                                                                    
hints of that pattern through there but                                         
those                                                                           
don't directly uh relate to kathleen and                                        
to randy and to jeff and to others                                              
so uh can we                                                                    
take this okay we got a pattern it's                                            
just not a pattern with us                                                      
could we find that kind of teaching with                                        



us i think that what we would find is                                           
again if we did the                                                             
did the homework on this what we would                                          
find is                                                                         
that in the pauline                                                             
gospel there is the offer                                                       
of the gift of salvation                                                        
by grace through faith not of yourselves                                        
it is very consistent in the pauline                                            
gospel                                                                          
and we are under that umbrella the                                              
dispensation of the grace of god given                                          
paul says to me you word                                                        
given to me for you so this dispensation                                        
of the grace of god we're under                                                 
does not fit with if you forsake him he                                         
will forsake you                                                                
for sake we could probably look up those                                        
words and i think we would see it means                                         
forsake to turn your back upon him he's                                         
going to turn his back                                                          
upon you i don't know how you could read                                        
that other than to                                                              
lose your salvation i would say we                                              
cannot apply this verse to us today                                             
now does that mean let's go forsake god                                         
well paul addresses that so many times                                          
you know should we sin so that grace may                                        
abound heaven forbid he says god forbid                                         
absolutely not are there                                                        
consequences of sowing and reaping that                                         
if we live having received the gift of                                          
life                                                                            
and yet we sow our wild oats what are we                                        
going to reap                                                                   
wild oats worthless wild oats is what                                           
we're go the law of sowing and reaping                                          
some of that's in there                                                         
and we can apply that to ourselves and                                          
in this sense                                                                   
but is god going to forsake us                                                  
i i think not you know even later to the                                        
apostles uh                                                                     
which we are not but even later to the                                          
apostles you know he says i will never                                          
leave you                                                                       
nor forsake you so already                                                      
something was beginning to change right                                         
then                                                                            
let's look up some of these                                                     
cross-references here which may be good                                         
maybe bad                                                                       
that's what i thought all in the old                                            
testament                                                                       
let's go to ezra i was ashamed                                                  
to require of the king a band of                                                
soldiers and horsemen to help us against                                        
the enemy the way because we had spoken                                         
unto the king saying the hand of our god                                        
is upon them                                                                    
for good that seek him but his power and                                        
his wrath against them that forsake him                                         



so                                                                              
there's an illustration of that we're                                           
going to have several illustrations of                                          
that                                                                            
i think you could build quite a uh quite                                        
a big case now                                                                  
if you're arguing the case and covenant                                         
theo                                                                            
theologians do this if you argue the                                            
case based upon                                                                 
sheer volume of scripture you're going                                          
to find lots of scripture that teaches                                          
that                                                                            
and this is where we need to be good at                                         
questioning the assumptions good                                                
discerning                                                                      
use good discernment when we're hearing                                         
teaching because                                                                
a a preacher could come in especially to                                        
an uneducated audience                                                          
that is to say to a church                                                      
most of them not to any of you but a                                            
preacher could come in                                                          
and say you know read all of these                                              
passages that say                                                               
if you forsake him he will forsake you 1                                        
2 3 4 5 6 7 8                                                                   
9 10 11 there's 12 of them there's 24                                           
there's 36 there's 48 go through                                                
all of these scriptures and by sheer                                            
volume                                                                          
just read the scripture and then his                                            
sermon at the end would be                                                      
have you forsaken him you know                                                  
and then lead into a good baptist                                               
invitation and all sorts of people would                                        
come down the aisle                                                             
because they saw the sheer volume of                                            
those scriptures                                                                
and yet wrongly applied                                                         
that's where right dividing the word                                            
comes in                                                                        
that's where i need my mug rotator                                              
uh so i don't think we're to apply that                                         
uh verse today second chronicles chapter                                        
15                                                                              
verse two i appreciate uh that                                                  
uh thank you uh                                                                 
for for that uh                                                                 
and uh you know debbie brings up an                                             
interesting issue speaking of                                                   
angels ministering spirits and what                                             
they're doing today uh my mama saw                                              
angels before she died she told me she                                          
saw them                                                                        
and i think that's a fairly                                                     
uh not universal but uh                                                         
fairly common kind of uh                                                        
uh of uh experience                                                             
you know today in the medical world                                             
maybe this is unfortunate and yet                                               
uh if it was me i probably would not                                            



change my mind uh uh i probably wouldn't                                        
change the                                                                      
protocol most people who died today and                                         
expected death                                                                  
uh are sedated                                                                  
and so there's very little of that                                              
natural kind of aspect that took place                                          
but                                                                             
years ago of course that that uh even in                                        
somewhat decent recent years that was                                           
not the case uh                                                                 
so we may begin seeing less and less of                                         
that                                                                            
which is kind of unfortunate but we also                                        
i think want to be merciful to those who                                        
are dying and there's often                                                     
some pain and discomfort in the way a                                           
person feels                                                                    
uh in uh in that uh time usually                                                
if we know their death is coming they've                                        
had                                                                             
some sort of health issue and health                                            
issues                                                                          
typically come with discomfort                                                  
uh but being ushered to god                                                     
by angels i don't think would be an                                             
unbiblical thing                                                                
uh stepping over to the other side and                                          
having a little bit of                                                          
a journey in which maybe you see some of                                        
that coming i don't think that would be                                         
an unbiblical thing either i think                                              
obviously there's been a lot of abuse                                           
and                                                                             
some of that and um you know debbie                                             
would say as well as i that our                                                 
experience um                                                                   
is uh is not the uh                                                             
arbiter of truth uh but                                                         
that role of the angels and death would                                         
be something that would be interesting                                          
to uh                                                                           
put in there also uh                                                            
through there okay i am                                                         
um i'm out of time uh                                                           
but thank you uh notlum did i pronounce                                         
it right uh for the                                                             
compliment on the violet it's coming                                            
along uh                                                                        
although they're starting to fade a                                             
little bit                                                                      
and i've got some more out there in the                                         
window and i'm talking to him every day                                         
and i'm saying bloom                                                            
boom we want fresh blooms by the time                                           
this one's faded i need                                                         
blooms so we'll see                                                             
we'll see what happens always a delight                                         
to be with you this is wednesday                                                
i study the book of john on wednesdays                                          
and we'll lead it tonight at 6 p.m hope                                         
you'll join us                                                                  



right here same same channel you're                                             
watching right now you'll be able to                                            
find it hey by the way                                                          
uh we got this new new thing new uh                                             
texting uh let's see if we go to                                                
uh randywhiteministries.com                                                     
here we go and uh like                                                          
there's our live broadcast right now                                            
because live broadcasts always                                                  
end up right at the front and i'm using                                         
a bunch of internet so it's going kind                                          
of slow                                                                         
but what i wanted to show you is this                                           
right here text                                                                 
alerts let's just click that and                                                
want to receive text alerts where when                                          
we go live                                                                      
uh and you can put your number in right                                         
there now                                                                       
we sent one out this morning so if                                              
you're watching live                                                            
and you got one this morning then you're                                        
on                                                                              
at least for ask the theologian there's                                         
a number of things here you can get                                             
all of them or sunday or wednesday or                                           
thursday or att ask the theologian                                              
or special uh                                                                   
that means things that are special                                              
like maybe the prophecy conference dph                                          
deals                                                                           
every now and then we send out a thing                                          
that says hey you can get this or                                               
sometimes we have some clearance things                                         
on there that                                                                   
we don't even have enough of to put out                                         
there for everybody and so we just uh                                           
say hey                                                                         
who wants it uh new blog alerts uh you                                          
can                                                                             
just put your number in right there                                             
uh use those little dashes just like it                                         
shows and then click                                                            
submit you should get a text message uh                                         
alert i think right away right nathan                                           
yeah it'll come to your phone and say                                           
howdy doody or something like that we                                           
should make it say howdy doody                                                  
um and uh let you know uh                                                       
that uh it's uh                                                                 
it's all good so if you want those text                                         
alerts again that might cost you a                                              
little bit if your                                                              
phone service uh charges for texting                                            
and uh you can watch all that                                                   
um and uh be ready but                                                          
uh look forward to seeing you tonight 6                                         
p.m if you would uh like to                                                     
join us and once again they thought they                                        
were free                                                                       
really is a good book uh if you if you                                          
have someone you know christmas is                                              



coming and you got a historian in the                                           
family                                                                          
that uh would uh be interested                                                  
hey 14 and and the price tag on the back                                        
it's printed it says 20                                                         
so they'll think you spent twenty                                               
dollars on them                                                                 
when you really only spent fourteen                                             
now there i won't tell them i will tell                                         
them if you won't tell them                                                     
and you know it's printed on there it's                                         
not one of these you can take off the                                           
tag and they don't know how much you                                            
paid for it it's                                                                
right there they think you paid twenty                                          
dollars                                                                         
man you should send in an extra offering                                        
just for the blessing there                                                     
thanks all for being here you're                                                
wonderful i'll see you                                                          
tonight thanks for nathan on the                                                
controls god bless you see you all soon                                         
you                                                                             
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                


